Lies and propaganda of the supranational elites
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The Western world is edging towards a precipice. The postwar consensus that cast
internationalism as a global ideal is unravelling. The Muslim migrant crisis has revealed that
the political ideals of the West’s ruling elite and the people they govern are not simply different
but apparently opposed.
Historically, such a clash of ideals between the governing and the governed tends to produce
the mass suppression of dissidents by the elite, or a grassroots revolution from below. Each
tendency has become amplified in the battle between sovereign citizens and supranational elites
over border policy.
In previous centuries, mass revolt usually has been caused by a combination of economic
inequality and political disenfranchisement. The modern trust deficit between the rulers and
the ruled is civilisational. It arises from a widespread belief that Western elites are ruled by and
ruling for foreign interests against the sovereign wealth of their states and the sovereign
interests of their people.
Historian John Fonte offers a scholarly account of the development of supranational elitism in
his book Sovereignty or Submission. He analyses the emergence of a transnational system of
unelected officials populating the UN, the EU and NGOs, who believe in imposing rule from
above on sovereign states and citizens.
Recent evidence supports Fonte’s analysis of emergent supranational rule. Documents
published by WikiLeaks and DCLeaks have exposed the influence of unelected elites, NGO
networks and so-called human rights activists on Western politics. In particular, the leaked files
illustrate a pattern of supranationalists funding Western political parties and civil society
organisations that back open-border policy, complemented by the organised mobbing of
freethinkers who dissent from the Left party line.
The old term used to punish Western dissenters from the UN’s porous border policy and PC
politics was Islamophobia. The new thought crime is xenophobia.
At the September UN meeting attended by Malcolm Turnbull, the General Assembly adopted
the New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants. The UN aims to develop a global
compact for migration in coming years. The declaration’s introductory paragraphs outline the
contours of the new thought crime: “in many parts of the world we are witnessing with great
concern increasingly xenophobia and racist responses to refugees and migrants. We strongly
condemn acts and manifestations of … xenophobia and related intolerance against refugees
and migrants … we deplore all manifestations of xenophobia.” To solve the UN’s problem, its
members endorsed a new global campaign to “counter xenophobia”.
There should be no need to state the obvious truth that immigrants make great economic, social,
intellectual and cultural contributions to their nations. There are innumerable examples in
Australia including last week’s heroic act by taxi driver Aguek Nyok, who saved passengers
from a burning bus. Nyok is an immigrant from Sudan. However, it would benefit social
cohesion to celebrate the contributions of immigrants not as immigrants, but as citizens who
have an equal share in advancing our great country and the civilisational values that sustain the
free world.

The problem with the UN’s demand that only positive stories about migrants and refugees
should be promoted as a part of its anti-xenophobia campaign is that it requires the censorship
of truth, thereby deepening the trust deficit between supranational organisations and sovereign
citizens. By permitting only positive reports about the effects of porous border policy, the UN
has become a propagandist of PC ideology.
The politically incorrect truth is that people entering the West as asylum-seekers also commit
serious violence against our citizens and undermine our civilisational values.
Soeren Kern, senior fellow at the Gatestone Institute, has reported on several rapes of German
women and girls by migrants, including teenage boys. In October, a 19-year-old Moroccan
migrant was arrested on suspicion of raping a 90-year-old woman as she walked home from
Sunday mass.
Speaking to Britain’s Sunday Express newspaper, German police union chief Rainer Wendt
notes that criminal migrants from North Africa “despise our country and laugh at our justice”.
Journalist Ingrid Carlqvist has documented a shockingly high number of arrests and
convictions of asylum-seekers in Sweden during May. Their crimes include extraordinarily
brutal rapes of women and children.
Norwegian police inspector Thomas Utne Pettersen reports that mass immigration has led to
an increase in the rape of women and children. Speaking to Breitbart media, he cites the high
incarceration rate of some migrant groups and cases of rape committed by asylum-seekers from
Afghanistan and Syria, concluding: “People’s xenophobia in relation to this group is highly
rational and justified”.
Despite the reports of horrific violence against Western citizens arising from open-border
policies, the UN and activist groups continue their campaign to demonise sovereign
governments that support a rational immigration policy.
The Australian’s associate editor Chris Kenny analysed open-border activists’ response to
Australia’s offshore immigration processing on Nauru. In short, green-Left politicians backed
by the activist press lie by portraying offshore processing as “torture” while demonising
Nauru’s decent citizens. Like their supranational comrades at the UN, Australia’s open-border
activists are shameless propagandists for PC ideology.
The Australian Human Rights Commission has a history of agitating against the Coalition
government’s immigration policy. However, the commission’s supposedly landmark report on
children in immigration detention was methodologically unsound and biased. Documents
revealed the inquiry’s main conclusion that Australia’s immigration system is non-compliant
with UN conventions was stated in a 2013 work plan before the main investigations had
commenced. Yet the Left media continues to laud AHRC opinion on border security and
immigration policy.
Popular support for Brexit and figures like Donald Trump is driven by the lies and propaganda
of supranational elites. Their hostility toward the creed, culture and citizens of the free world
is evident in their campaign to enforce open-border policy on Western states and demonise
dissenters.
Politicians who believe in democracy, human rights and the rule of law should resist the
corrupted ideology of a once great UN. Instead, they should fulfil their primary duty of care to

citizens by defending their peoples’ sovereign right to safety and security against the elitism of
unelected ideologues.

